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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

I suffer from insomnia. It comes and goes, 
but at the moment, I’ve had weeks of very 
little sleep. Sometimes good does come 

of my restlessness – I have my best ideas at 
2am and often write my most creative blogs, 
but lately those moments of brilliance are 
few and far between. I’m telling you this, 
because sadly this month I don’t have 
anything profound to write about, so I’ve 
decided to share some wonderful and 
heartfelt news! As you all know, I am 40 now 
which means most of my friends are too. 
This week, two of my nearest and dearest 
40+ friends have announced that they are 

having babies! One very much unplanned, 
miracle baby, and the other one has been 
longed for for over a year. I am over the 
moon for my dear friends, but secretly glad 
it’s not me… I will just continue to be the 
honest, crazy auntie to both babies when 
they arrive. 

More big news this month saw my best 
friend move to the UK. This mass exodus of 
South Africans seems like a phenomenon 
we are all experiencing. And while it’s 
heartbreaking to see our loved ones leave, 
I am excited for them too. My 10-year-old 

showed me her journal of positive quotes 
today. Her current favourite is: When life 
gives you lemons, make lemonade. I guess 
the point to this month’s editor’s note is 
that no matter what life throws at you, try 
to find the good in every situation. Embrace 
change, look ahead and always be grateful 
for what you have, because there are so 
many people out there who have much less. 

May winter pass quickly! Stay warm until 
it does. 

Best, 

Debbie 
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R3 750 000      

BEST VALUE!!SILVER LAKES
WEB REF 737340 4 Beds, 3 Baths, 2 Garages

Linda Bodenstein 
082 567 7963ESTATE AGENTS

GOLF ESTATE
082 567 7963

www.lindabodenstein.co.za

SI LVER LAKES

SINGLE STOREY!!

MODERN MANSION!!

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE!!!

VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.lindabodenstein.co.za 
FOR A VARIETY OF PROPERTIES. CLICK OR CALL.WE DO IT ALL!

SILVER LAKES

SILVER LAKES            

SILVER LAKES         

R2 490 000        

R3 750 000      

R6 800 000      

WEB REF 1256955

WEB REF 1286045

WEB REF 740572

R4 200 000  

R6 890 000       

VERY PRIVATE!!

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE!!

SILVER LAKES         

SILVER LAKES

WEB REF   1288714

WEB REF 1256487

4 Beds, 3 baths, 2 garages

4 Beds, 4 Baths, 2 Garages

3 Beds, 2 Baths, 2 Carports 

4 Beds, 3 Baths, 2 Garages

5 Beds, 3 Baths, 3 Garages



• Main electrical panel
• Roofs
• Chimneys

• Gutters
• Windows and doors
• Walls and ceilings

• Paint
• Patios and decks
• General fixtures

UNDER OFFER

GOLF COURSE

R2 050 000

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE

  Property Link: bit.ly/2-050-000

+27 (08)3 276 2007

R 1 450 000

R 8 590 000

R 2 600 000

Your fellow resident in Silver Lakes Golf Estate for the past 23 years!
sankarin@remax.net           082 254 2504            www.remax.co.za

San-Karin Jacobs

Property Link: bit.ly/2-600-000

Property Link: bit.ly/1-450-000

R 5 700 000

R 4 390 000Property Link: bit.ly/4-390-000

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE

Property Link: bit.ly/8-590-000

Each office independently owned and operated

R3 380 000Property Link: bit.ly/3-380-000

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE

R28 000 PMProperty Link: bit.ly/28-000

DUAL  MANDATE

REDUCED PRICE

RENTAL - R22 000 PM

3 2 3 2 1 1

3 2 2 6 4 3

5 3 3,5 3 2 2

What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
 Getting overly emotional

An outside party such as a trusted family member or estate agent can be a valuable asset when seeing the home objectively. 

Article Link: bit.ly/2F4TEYX

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
 Getting overly emotional

An outside party such as a trusted family member or estate agent can be a valuable asset when seeing the home objectively. 

Article Link: bit.ly/2F4TEYX

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
 Getting overly emotional

An outside party such as a trusted family member or estate agent can be a valuable asset when seeing the home objectively. 
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
 Getting overly emotional

An outside party such as a trusted family member or estate agent can be a valuable asset when seeing the home objectively. 
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
 Getting overly emotional

An outside party such as a trusted family member or estate agent can be a valuable asset when seeing the home objectively. 
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
 Getting overly emotional

An outside party such as a trusted family member or estate agent can be a valuable asset when seeing the home objectively. 
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
 Getting overly emotional
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
 Getting overly emotional

An outside party such as a trusted family member or estate agent can be a valuable asset when seeing the home objectively. 
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What to avoid when selling your home
Here are a few common mistakes that sellers have made in the past, to help you avoid them in the future. 

 Trying to go it alone
Working with a trustworthy real estate professional will ensure that the home is sold for the best possible price within the 

shortest possible time.
 Working with the wrong real estate agent

Select an agent who has working experience in the area in which the property is situated. The agent must have a depth of 
knowledge on the property market, specifically the micro-market in your neighbourhood.

 Inflating the property price
Many sellers overprice their home in an attempt to counteract buyers trying to negotiate the price down. Research shows 

that the longer a home sits on the market, the bigger than the gap between the listing and the actual selling price.
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An outside party such as a trusted family member or estate agent can be a valuable asset when seeing the home objectively. 
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To find out more read the article at bit.ly/2GdiyZD

MAINTAINING YOUR HOME 
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UPCOMING EVENTS:  
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 2019

6 August 
QUIZ NIGHT

7 August 
BUSINESS FORUM & BUSINESS 

EXPO

10 August  
GARDEN TALK  

12 August – 27 August  
SUMMER DONATION 

COLLECTION 

28 August  
PHOTOGRAPHIC TALK  

31 August  
LUCKY DRAW – GOLF 

3 September 
QUIZ NIGHT 

14 September 
SPRING FESTIVAL

18 September 
BIRD TALK

21 September  
LUCKY DRAW

For more information contact 
 daleen@silverlakes.co.za  

or 012 809 0281

ESTATE NEWS



R 3 498 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

R 8 945 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Web Ref: RL643Architectural Masterpiece

R 3 850 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Web Ref: RL703Entertainer’s Delight           

R9 900 000
Web ref. 12345678

R 3 950 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Web Ref: RL721Light & Bright Family Home 

Web Ref:  RL593Newly renovated Family Home

Golf Estat

Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Architectural Masterpiece

Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Entertainer’s Delight          

lver Lakes

ht & Brigh

ed Family

Silver Lakes G

Si

Ligh

Newly renovat

Establ ished 2004

In search of your dream home? 
Visit our website www.ikonic.co.za 

for a wide selection of exclusive 

Silver Lakes Golf Estate properties

Follow us on:

C: +27 (0)83 452 5599 - Martin

C: +27 (0)83 452 5588 - Zona-Lize

E: martin@ikonic.co.za

E: zhayward@ikonic.co.za 

Live the life, love the home

R 5 980 000
Web Ref: RL699

Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Modern with Outstanding Location



R 4 760 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Web Ref: RL89Timeless with understated elegance

R 6 998 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Web Ref: RL728

R 7 875 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

EXCLUSIVE MANDATE

Web Ref: RL647

Silver Lakes Golf Estat

Timeless with understat

Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Silver Lakes Golf E

R 8 995 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Web Ref: RL698Tranquillity at its best

www.ikonic.co.zaLive the life, love the home

Silver Lakes Golf Estate R 3 180 000

R 6 750 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Web Ref: RL740Beautifully Presented Family Home

Web Ref: RL725Spacious Lock-up and Go

Perfectly Positioned on the Fairways

Exclusive & Exquisite  – Unmistakably Desired 

R  2 160 000Silver Lakes Golf Estate

Charming Lock-up 
& Go

Web Ref: RL659
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ESTATE NEWS

News from the CEO 
 “Women of South Africa are some 

of the most powerful people on 
Earth. Change what you believe is 

possible for yourself.”

- Oprah. 

We wish all the women in the Estate 
a wonder National Women’s Day on 
9 August. 

Our campaign to update our 
database, which became necessary 
as some members still forget to 

update their email addresses, received 
a great response. Our combined efforts 
with email and a bulk SMS should further 
help us to reach more members and 
update everybody with information of 
importance. We trust that the receiver of 
the following updates will share it with 
the rest of your family to ensure that all 
are fully updated on important matters 
happening in the Estate.

ESTATE MANAGERS FORUM
Silver Lakes Golf and Wildlife Estate 
initiated the establishment of a regional 
Estate Managers Forum. Most estates deal 
with the same challenges. The purpose 
of this Forum is to create a network, and 
to address issues of common interest 
i.e. sewerage, cellphone signal, security, 
change of electrical meters etc. We trust 
that the collective action will assist us with 
matters where all estates are affected and 
where we can speak as one voice. 

CELLPHONE SIGNAL
It appears that the challenge with the bad 
signal is not limited to Silver Lakes only and 
the alleged illegal booster on the Estate 
may not be the reason for the sudden bad 
signal the past four months. It appears 
that a large mast in the east of Pretoria 
was affected by load shedding and has not 
been repaired. This has an effect on the 
signal for most of the estates in our region. 
A joint meeting is planned with Vodacom 
and MTN to address this and the possibility 
of additional masts on the Estate.

Please bear in mind that the HOA cannot 
give approval for masts. A detailed 
Environmental Impact Assessment needs 
to be facilitated by Vodacom / MTN, 
followed by a public participation process 
where all members will have the chance 
to raise their opinion. We trust that our 
meeting with Vodacom / MTN may resolve 
the technical issue at one of their masts 
and that we do not have to consider masts 
on the Estate.

TUMS PRE-PAID ELECTRICAL METERS
Silver Lakes HOA met with all the role 
players at the City of Tshwane about the 
many challenges that were experienced 
by our members and other estates in the 
region. The City of Tshwane drafted a 
Question and Answer document to assist 
our members, but failed to give detailed 
information about the impact of the meters 
on solar heating and electrical systems. 
This information was circulated to our 
members. We have followed up and trust 
that a written explanation for members 
with solar panels will soon be received.
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NEW ACCESS CONTROL AND RE-
ENROLLMENT
When we drafted this feedback, we 
had a total of 5 911 people enrolled 
on the new access control system. 
There will probably be a handful of 
members or tenants who would have 
registered after 31 July 2019 when the 
old biometric readers were removed. We 
thank our staff and additional trained 
support staff who have assisted with 
the enrollment system at the Clubhouse 
over weekends and public holidays. 
This service assisted us in getting our 
residents re-enrolled and removing 
people off the system who should not 
have still been on but may still have 
been active.

It appears that we have an average of 
just over 3.5 residents per property. 
Once the enrollment is completed, 
we will have more factual information 
which we will be able to share.

There were in excess of 1 100 cards issued 
to people where the previous readers 
could not detect their fingerprints. 
This has been reduced to 32 through 
the new system, which number is still 
unacceptable, but a huge improvement. 
The challenge is being addressed with 
the affected parties and they will have 
access even though the new system 
cannot identify fingerprints.

The next step is the re-registration 
of all gardeners, domestic workers 
and contractors. The process will be 
communicated to our residents in due 
course. 

COUNTRY CLUB
The newly created Bird and Photography 
Clubs are really doing well with lots of 
interest being shown. You are welcome 
to join, and we specifically want to 
introduce novices to the Clubs.

The Book Club had their first meeting 
and we look forward to feedback from 
them around the interest shown. 

The Silver Lakes Athletics Club will be 
relaunched on Saturday, 14 September 
with a new 5km time trial that will be 
hosted every Tuesday going forward. The 
time trial will have a new route, starting 
at the Clubhouse, along Gleneagles in an 
anti-clock-wise direction with a turning 
point after 2.5km. Kilometre markers 
will be placed along the route and the 
times will be taken of each runner or 
walker. A time trial for trail runners was 
considered through the trails in the 
Game Reserve but was not approved as 
this will disturb the game. 

A Business Expo will be introduced on the 
same day as the business talk. This will 
allow members with businesses to make 
use of the opportunity to market their 
product and services during the period 
leading to the business talk in the evening. 
Please contact Bobby at the Clubhouse for 
more information and to secure a spot.

Please diarise Saturday, 14 September 
when the Country Club will be hosting 
a massive Spring Carnival with lots of 
events for all. A massive bring and braai 
will be hosted with 25 braais being made 
available. We will once again see residents 
battle for the title of Silver Lakes Potjiekos 
Champion. The final of the squash 
championship will be hosted on the same 
day, while the tennis championship will 
be launched. More information about this 
and other fun events on the day will be 
shared with our residents. 

NEW MEMBER AND RESIDENT EVENING
The HOA has introduced a welcome 
evening for all new members and residents 
with the first session held in July. The 
New Member evening will be facilitated 
quarterly where the new residents will 
get to know more about Silver Lakes, 
meet the management team and fellow 
residents and end the evening with some 
snacks. The inaugural session was a huge 
success and we look forward to the next 
quarterly meeting in October. If you have 
missed out on the session or wish to meet 
fellow residents, please contact Maxine 
Martinho, our Member Ambassador at 
info@silverlakes.co.za to book your seat.

PROJECTS 
The following is an update on various 
exciting projects on the Estate:
•  Tennis courts – The refurbishment of the 

tennis courts has been completed and 
new LED lights are being installed.

•  Park View Room (Chapel) – The work at 
the chapel is complete and members 
can now book the venue at 50% 
discount.

•  Driving range – The new enclosure at 
the ball dispenser is now complete, 
creating a professional look and feel 
associated with Silver Lakes Golf Club.

•  Cart paths on the golf course – The 
replacement of the bricks with 
cement paths has commenced and is 
progressing well.

•  Swimming pool upgrade – Work has 
started with the upgrade at the pool 
area which includes a slide into the 
pool, a terrace deck, an upgrade of the 
gardens and spotlights in the palms.

•  Staff accommodation – The upgrade 
of the staff accommodation was put 
out on tender. The adjudication will be 
made at the end of July and work will 

commence in August.
STREET VENDORS AND TAXIS
Various options have been considered 
to address the challenge we have with 
the street vendors and taxis in Silver 
Lakes Drive. Our proposals have been 
discussed with the Architectural and 
Aesthetics Committee, the Security 
Strategic Committee, the vendors and the 
neighbouring estates during the Estate 
Managers Forum. The proposal about 
the way forward was tabled at the Board 
meeting at the end of July and members 
should soon see an impact. 

GOLFING AND OTHER FITNESS SERVICES
Have you made your complimentary 
booking or utilised the 50% discount if you 
are 65 or older as shared in our previous 
communication? 

The Silver Lakes Golf Academy has 
extended their services to include full 
body and fitness assessments for golfers 
and non-golfers; golf fitness/TPI; strength 
and conditioning; diets and nutrition; 
injury prevention and rehab after injury 
and private personal training sessions. This 
is all done by a highly qualified certified 
golf fitness coach and certified Pilates 
instructors. Residents over the age of 
65 get 50% discount. Please contact the 
Fitness Centre at 083 289 5464 for more 
information.

Golf lessons are hosted for non-golfing 
ladies every Tuesday at 9h00 at only R100. 
Please contact the Golf Academy at 071 
889 8072 to ensure your booking.

OUTFALL SEWER
A meeting was scheduled with the 
MMC for utilities together with various 
role players from the City of Tshwane to 
discuss the proposed Outfall Sewer and 
the options to be proposed by Silver Lakes 
Golf and Wildlife Estate to avoid the system 
going through the Estate. 

The City of Tshwane will consider the 
technical report that was drafted by 
a consulting engineer, which report 
highlights that the option of an upgrade of 
the pump-station at Silver Stream and Six 
Fountains are better than a new sewer line 
through Silver Lakes. The City of Tshwane 
will apply their minds to the report and 
confirmed that it will not be addressed in 
the next three years as no provision for the 
upgrade of the pump-stations and/or the 
sewer line through Silver Lakes Golf and 
Wildlife Estate has been budgeted for.

Minor upgrades have been made at the Six 
Fountains pump-station to avoid further 
sewer spills into our dams. This follows 
pressure that was applied on the City of 
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Tshwane over a period of months and the 
work facilitated in spite of funding not 
available for the project. 

APPRECIATION OF OUR SECURITY 
GUARDS
Have you ever realised what it means to 
be a security guard at Silver Lakes?
• They sacrifice their time with their 

families over weekends, public 
holidays and Christmas if they are on 
duty

• They patrol the Estate at night in the 
bitterly cold weather while everybody 
else is fast asleep in their warm beds

• They need to be friendly with each 
and every visitor, whether it is the first 
visitor of the day or one of an average 
of almost 1 600 visitors that enter the 
gates daily

• They need to be very patient and 
friendly with a member, even at times 
when the member experiences a 
problem with his access and takes it 
out on the guard, who has nothing 
to do with the technical side of the 
system

• They are continually on the lookout 
for children misbehaving after hours, 
driving golf carts without a license or 
playing on the putting green. This is 
required for residents whose children 
do not adhere to the rules and the 
onus placed on the guards to manage 
their misbehaviour

• They are multi-skilled and rotate in 
the Control Room to monitor one of 
the six large screens with about 40 
smaller screens to watch any potential 
intrusion along the fence or suspecting 
behaviour with pedestrians or visitors.

When you enter or exit the Estate the next 
time, please make an effort to appreciate 
the service of the guards, acknowledging 
their service or even better, to greet 
them by name. Your recognition makes a 
difference in their life.

DEVELOPMENT OF SIX FOUNTAINS 
EXTENSION 2
Members were advised at the AGM of 
the intension of the developers at Six 
Fountains Residential Estate to increase 
the density of the proposed development. 
This was opposed by Silver Lakes HOA and 
35 members following a collective action 
by the HOA. The reason was that we could 
not support the additional pressure on 
the pump-station at Six Fountains, which 
pump-station is the cause for sewer spills 
into our lakes. 

We have formally been advised that the 
developer has withdrawn and cancelled 
his request to increase the density at Six 
Fountains Extension 2, which is good 
news. We will continue to monitor the 
impact of the new development on the 
pump-station.

SNIPPETS
•  We have an estimated average of 3.5 

residents per household.
•  It was reported and confirmed that a 

Husky dog was poisoned in Guinea Fowl 
Street in July. Any information will be 
welcomed to assist with the arrest of the 
suspect.

•  The municipal reservoir levels had 
dropped to an average 40% due to the 
high demand on the system and water 
restrictions have been implemented 
by the City of Tshwane. Suggestions on 
how to save water was shared with our 
residents. 

•  Security started their campaign to 
address speeding and failure to stop 
at stop streets. Please be aware that 
the HOA may implement penalties if 
a member or their guests are in non-
compliance with the rules. 

•  We are busy with a process to save all 
building plans electronically. This will 
be done over a period of time with a set 
number of plans being done per month.

•  If you are considering selling your 

property, please check with the HOA 
Office if you have an updated set of 
plans on file to avoid any delays with the 
transfer of your property.

•  Are you a non-golfer with no clubs and 
want to try out golf? A set of golf clubs 
are available free of charge for use on 
the driving range whilst only paying for 
the balls. The clubs are available from 
the Pro Shop.

•  Pretoria is one of the least windy cities 
in South Africa. This makes playing golf 
a real pleasure and the golfer not losing 
balls in the lakes due to the wind. Then 
why do we collect thousands of balls 
from the lakes each year? 

•  Have you disconnected your illegal 
stormwater or swimming pool water 
that may connect into your sewerage 
system? We have two months to address 
this before the rainy seasons begins. 
Please assist to avoid sewer spills caused 
by overflows from manholes which end 
up in the dams.

Should you have any queries about any 
matter on the Estate, please feel free to 
contact Maxine Martinho, our Member 
Ambassador at the HOA, who will assist 
you with your query or get you in touch 
with the right person.

Kind regards

HENK BOOYSEN
Chief Executive Officer
Silver Lakes Golf and Wildlife Estate

IMPORTANT CONTACT NUMBERS
HOA OFFICE   
  
Office hours:  
Monday to Friday 
08:00 until 16:30
012 809 0142
info@silverlakes.co.za

WhatsApp Number 
081 848 2787

Security access office:
Hours as above
Including first Saturday of every 
month from 08:00 until 11:00

EMERGENCY NUMBERS 
Security Control Room (24 hours) 
012 809 0424/5
Boschkop Police 012 802 1087/4
Netcare 911                         082 911
Fire Brigade                             10111
Power Failure           012 339 9111

City of Tshwane Call Centre
012 358 9999

Water leaks: waterleaks@tshwane.gov.za
Street lights: streetlights@tshwane.gov.za

SECURITY

Security Control Room (24 hours) 
012 809 0424/5

Bidvest Protea Coin Security 
From 18:00 to 06:00, weekdays
24 hours Sat, Sun and public holidays
072 615 5862

GOLF
Pro Shop                   012 809 0430

CLUBHOUSE

Clubhouse                012 809 0281

Café 41                       012 809 1571

Takeaways
012 809 0431 / 012 809 1484
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What’s your current position? Can you 
give us a brief overview of what it is you 
do in your work? 
Pro Shop Assistant, I make bookings for 
customers, organise the shop to display 
the current styles that customers like, 
check course setup and order new stock 
for the Shop.

Contact details: 
Tel: 012 809 0430
E-mail: proshop2@silverlakes.co.za

Describe yourself in three words.
Hardworking, passionate and dedicated.

Are you married?  Any children?
No.

What are your hobbies or interests?
Playing golf, cooking and I love the 
outdoors and spending time with family 
and friends.

What do you enjoy most about your job 
at Silver Lakes?
I enjoy giving great customer service.

Where did you grow up?
I grew up in Pretoria. 

Did you have any key mentors or people 
who influenced who you are or what you 
believe in, in your work and life?  Tell us 
about them. 
My dad  taught me that hard work will 
always give you what you really want and 
to be a man that the little me wants to be 
when they grow up.  

What are your future plans or something 
exciting that you would still like to do? 
I would like to travel through Europe.

If you could change one thing in the 
world to make it better, what would it be?
To change the mindsets of people who are 
still living in the past. 

What is your motto in life? 
If you want something it’s only up to you 
to get it!

What’s your current position?  Can you 
give us a brief overview of what it is you 
do in your work? 
I am the receptionist and I assist residents 
with their house plan copies, accept plan 
submissions at the HOA Building and 
ensure the documentation is completed. I 
receive payments and control the flow of 
people in the reception area. 

Contact details:
Tel:  012 809 0142
E-mail:  reception@silverlakes.co.za

Describe yourself in 3 words.
Kind, strict and confident. 

Are you married?  Any children? 
I’m not married and I don't have kids yet. 

What are your hobbies or interests? 
I enjoy reading a good book, collecting 
great music and attending social 
markets.

What do you enjoy most about your job 
at Silver Lakes? 
What I enjoy about Silver Lakes is that every 
day is a different day and I’m meeting new  
people all the time. 

Where did you grow up? 
I grew up in the outskirts of Johannesburg 
in a mining town called Carletonville. 

Did you have any key mentors or people 
who influenced who you are or what you 
believe in, in your work and life?  Tell us 
about them. 
I was raised by strong women; my 
grandmother played a huge role in 
me being an independent woman.  I 
watched her run her small business with 
determination despite the highs and lows 
that come with running a business, that 
really influenced who I am today.

What are your future plans or something 
exciting that you would still like to do? 
I would like to do bungee jumping, that’s 
one of the exciting things on my bucket 
list.

If you could change one thing in the 
world to make it better, what would it 
be? 
I think the world could do with more kind 
and giving people.

What is your motto in life? 
With God nothing is impossible.

GET TO KNOW THE STAFF
Get to know:   

Marnus Kleynhans

Get to know:   
Linah Miya



Jawitz Silverlakes 
012 809 0019 

admin@jawitzsilverlakes.co.za

We’re Real About Real Estate.

www.jawitz.co.za

Thinking of selling?
By partnering with us you 
are tapping into decades 

of expertise  and experience in 
buying and selling homes

Anton Scheepers
083 227 1112
anton@jawitzsilverlakes.co.za

Elizma de Jager
083 652 0200
elizma@jawitzsilverlakes.co.za

Amandie Scheepers
082 412 9421
amandie@jawitzsilverlakes.co.za

Aneshca Kuhn
082 452 5358
aneshca@jawitzsilverlakes.co.za

REAL 
LIFE

Real Estate.

Contact Your #RealPartner
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June results

MATURE GOLFERS
MATURE GOLFERS - 06 JUNE 2019

NAME PLACE 2-CLUB
Dawie Jacobs (40) 1st André Meij
Sakkie Kirsten (39) 2nd
Bryan Davy (36) 3rd
Manfred Johannes NTP # 3
Chris van Zyl NTP # 13
Bryan Davy NTP # 16
André Meij NTP # 9  

MATURE GOLFERS - 14 JUNE 2019 
NAME PLACE 2-CLUB

Rolf Hauter (38) 1st Rolf Hauter
Phillip Molapo (37) 2nd
Wayne Hendricks (34) 3rd
Chris van Zyl NTP # 3
Nobody NTP # 13
Rolf Hauter NTP # 16
Francois Booyse NTP # 9  

MATURE GOLFERS - 20 JUNE 2019 
NAME PLACE 2-CLUB

Jannie van der Watt (37 c/o) 1st Francois Booyse
Theo O'Neil (37 c/o) 2nd Fernando Vieira
Francois Booyse (35 c/o) 3rd
Pieter Grey NTP # 3
Peter Kusel NTP # 13
Nico Kriek NTP # 16
Bertus de Klerk NTP # 9

MATURE GOLFERS - 27 JUNE 2019
NAME PLACE 2-CLUB

Johan Cilliers / Willem Kloppers / 1st Rolf Hauter
Lodewyk de Wet / Jannie Jacobs (88) Lodewyk de Wet
Bryan Davy / Danie Smit / Giel Voogt 2nd Fernando Vieira
Jas Wasserman Giel Voogt

Fernando Vieira NTP # 3 Francois Booyse 
(x2)

Giel Voogt NTP # 13
Francois Booyse NTP # 16
Francois Booyse NTP # 9
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There seems to be a misconception 
that a lawn is a cheap, easy option 
when gardening. A healthy, well-

maintained lawn is expensive, time- and 
labour-intensive all year round. Proper soil 
preparation, healthy weed-free instant 
lawn with sufficient roots and a diligent 
watering schedule will be a good start to 
achieve a healthy weed-free lawn. 

Water restrictions, lack of fertiliser, 
excessive traffic and incorrect mowing 
(usually too short), results in a stressed 
lawn. The grass will grow less vigorously, 
allowing weed seeds to germinate and 
flourish. If the weeds are allowed to flower 
and set seed, the problem escalates and 
becomes very difficult to resolve.

It can take a few years to get a 
contaminated lawn weed-free. On average 
the bulk of weed seeds will be depleted in 
about five years if no additional seeds are 
added. This means diligence is key.

The following intruder plants / weeds are 
often noticed on our lawns:
African goosegrass (Osgras): Instant lawn 
is often bought contaminated with this 
troublesome grass. It is difficult to pull 
up by hand because of its strong roots. It 
is not easy to cut the lawn as it has tough 

stems. It can be eliminated by using a 
grass herbicide as a spot treatment. This 
will leave dead patches that will have to be 
covered by growth from the existing lawn.

Clover: Usually bright green patches with 
white flowers on lawn in winter. Apply the 
correct selective herbicide when the weed 
is flowering, because that is when the plant 
is most susceptible to absorb products. At 
least one follow-up treatment is needed.

Creeping sorrel: The plant is perennial 
and has underground stolons that are 
very tolerant to herbicides. If treatment is 
unsuccessful, an application of lime will 
often help as the plant is intolerant of 
alkaline conditions. 

Khaki weed (common dubbeltjie): A very 
unpleasant weed as the seeds penetrate 
bare feet, stick to shoes, disperse millions 
of seeds and has a taproot. Treatment with 
selective herbicide is only effective when 
the plant is still small. A stressed lawn will 
completely disappear once khaki weed 
has established itself and replacing the 
lawn becomes necessary.

Some selective herbicides available:
• Turfweeder APM
• No Weed Lawn RTU, a ready-to-use 

herbicide for the control of broadleaf 
weeds in lawn

• Hormoban APM
• Banweed MCPA

Selective herbicides, target specific plants 
/ weeds and the results can take up to two 
weeks before it is visible.

Re-spraying when the result do not show 
soon enough is a waste of time and money.

Individual broad-leaved weeds e.g.  
Dandelion, Chickweed, creeping milkweed 
and Spiny Emex (kaapse dubbeltjie) are best 
removed by hand when the soil is moist.

Important:
•  Identify the plant correctly: Take a 

sample to your nursery
•  Buy the correct herbicide: Selective 

herbicides are selective
•  Apply the correct dosage: Adding more 

than the required amount will damage 
the lawn

•  Choose a sunny, wind free day to 
spray: Most herbicides need sun to be 
effective.

“Without hard work, nothing grows 
but weeds” - Gorden B Hinkley

WEEDS AND UNWANTED PLANTS IN LAWN AREAS
by Elize Malan



012 809 3677Shop F27, Parkview Shopping Centre, Garsfontein, Pretoria
pretoria@woodenways.co.za www.woodenways.co.za
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New birding enthusiasts have often 
asked me “where they should start” 
or “how they should start”. The 

answer to these questions is quite simple: 
You start by buying a guide-book such 
as Sasol Birds of Southern Africa or you 
download a suitable app on your phone 
that you can have with you at all times. 
And most importantly, you require a good 
set of binoculars. Once you have these 
items, it is as simple as walking out to your 
garden and start looking at birds.

To bring things into perspective, I should 
mention that the area defined as Southern 
Africa covers a landmass of approximately 
3.5 million square kilometres and about 
200 nautical miles of the coastline of 
this area. The current bird count for 
Southern Africa stands at 962 of which 
approximately 850 bird species have been 
recorded in the country. In Silver Lakes the 
number of recorded sightings stand at 175 
since the inception of the Estate. The most 
recent recording was the Half-Collared 
Kingfisher.

To make it easier to identify birds, you need 
to remember a few basic guidelines. These 
guidelines will assist you to narrow the 
number of possible birds down in order 
to identify your bird with the assistance of 
your guide book. Ideally you should have 
a “birding buddy” with you to confirm 
your sighting. Having a camera handy to 
take a picture for later identification can 
be extremely helpful, especially with the 

smaller LBJs (Little Brown Jobs) or birds 
that won’t sit still. 

1.  What is the birds’ relative size?
•  Is the bird larger than a House Sparrow?
•  Is it larger than a Dove?
•  Is it larger than a Guineafowl?

2.  What is the colour and shape of the 
birds’ beak?
•  Short and thick? (like a Masked Weaver)
•  Long and narrow? (like the African 

Snipe)
•  Long and concave? (like the Hadeda 

Ibis)
•  Strong hooked beak? (like a Martial 

Eagle)

3.  Does the bird have long- or short legs?  
What is the colour of their feet?  

Does the bird have feathers all the 
way down to its feet or only partially 
covered? 
•  Long legs like those of a Heron?
•  Short like those of a Swallow?
•  Yellow like the Little Egret?
•  Completely covered in feathers like the 

Tawny Eagle?
•  Partially feathered legs like a Steppe 

Buzzard? 

4.  Does the bird have any distinctive 
colourings or markings, for example:
•  A brow (like the White Browed Robin 

Chat)
•  Striped tail (such as the Gabar Goshawk)

•  Coloured head (like the Red Headed 
Weaver)

•  What colour is the eye? (Yellow like the 
Chin Spot Batis)

5.  In what type of habitat did you see the 
bird? The garden, at water or in the tall grass?

6.  What is the birds’ behaviour? Is it 
walking in the veldt, hopping on the 
ground, wading in water or swimming?

These are only some of the basic guidelines 
to get you started. There will be many more 
as you become more confident in your 
abilities. There is, however no substitute 
to experience, so get out your book and 
binoculars, head out with the family and 
enjoy nature. Our Game Reserve has 
pathways that have been cleared and we 
are in the process of placing benches and 
screens next to the pathways with the aim 
of facilitating bird- and game viewing for 
our residents. 

Remember to join us at the Silver Lakes 
Bird Club to expand- and to share your 
knowledge. Join our Facebook Group and 
post your questions or latest Silver Lakes 
sightings so that others can enjoy these 
sightings along with you.

Contact Dalleen for more information at 
dalleen@silverlakes.co.za
https://web.facebook.com/
groups/280288052897697/?ref=
bookmarks

BASIC GUIDE TO IDENTIFYING BIRDS
By Albert Roos
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I have discussed our projects in the past 
few articles, maybe it is appropriate this 
month, leading into summer to just pay 

homage to how beautiful our Estate is and 
how homeowners can contribute to the 
beauty and the general feel of friendliness 
and happiness in the Estate.

Silver Lakes is divided into three different 
areas: Firstly our communal areas that are 
for everybody’s use. They belong to the 
HOA and that means all the homeowners 
who are members of the Association. 
Obviously as we all know when we buy 
a property in the Estate, there are Rules 
and Regulations by which these areas 
may or may not be used. Mostly they are 
common-sense and boils down to taking 
your neighbour into consideration. 

Secondly, the City Council areas such as 
the streets and sidewalks and certain 
servitudes they have over our land for 
the purpose of doing their work, be it 
maintenance of electricity or sewerage 
systems.

Thirdly, and the most important areas to 
each of us, are our own properties which 
have certain cadastral boundaries within 
this awesome Estate of ours. On our stands 
we do not have the same cumbersome 
restrictions like some of the estates – we 

are a very individual Estate in which we 
can see the character of each and every 
home just by looking at the gardens and 
architecture!

As you will see from the photos, some 
homeowners went all out to beautify the 
sidewalks, even though they belong to the 
city council. According to our rules that is 
exactly what is allowed – each homeowner 
looks after the sidewalk in front of their 

home. The HOA for example, plants trees 
on sidewalks for the overall effect and 
visual impact a street with beautiful trees 
will have. Therefore each homeowner who 
looks after their sidewalk, which is most 
of the residents in the Estate – with some 
exceptions here and there – so that it's not 
only for their own pleasure and beauty, as 
you can see from the photo, but obviously 
the rest of the Estate also benefits from 
such beautiful sidewalks.

NEWS FROM THE ENVIRONMENTAL TEAM 

Well looked after sidewalks 



NEED TO MOVE?
WE CAN HELP!

Contact us today 
for a quote:     

       
              •  National & International  

•  Packing
•  Storage
•  Relocation Services
•  Insurance
•  Pet Relocation
•  Vehicle Transportation

 Tel: 27 11 256 3000
       

Email:  sales@elliottmobility.com
Website: www.elliottmobility.com

 

EXCEPTIONAL FIND
Silver Lakes Golf Estate

R4 760 000

annemaries@realnet.co.za
082 443 9251

www.realnet.co.za

Annemarie Scholtz

Extraordinary 5 bedroom home in a quiet crescent, with 3
bathrooms, 3 family/reception rooms, double volume
entrance hall, study, gym/playroom, open plan kitchen,
enclosed patio, gorgeous cellar, family friendly pool, staff
accommodation, 3 garages & manicured garden.
House size: 516    Erf: 898            WEB REF: RL89034
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The only HOA Rule, which is also a bylaw 
of the CoT (City of Tshwane) is that no hard 
elements such as little walls, concrete balls 
and rocks are allowed on the sidewalks. 
Part of the ‘not so nice’ part of our job as 
an environmental team, is to follow up on 
this; and the other even more unpleasant 
one is to tell homeowners to stay within 
their cadastral boundaries for example, 
in the Game Reserve and the on the golf 
course. Always find out first before you go 
outside your own property boundaries! 

As you all would have noticed, during the 
past few years, tidying up the Estate has 
been a great part of our efforts. Having a 
beautiful Estate means a tidy Estate and 
untidy does not just mean litter on the 
sidewalks etc. Tidying up the Estate can 
also mean the following:
• The very visible irrigation pipes have 

been replaced with pop-ups.  Yes, a 
more expensive irrigation system is 
‘invisible’.

• Our beautiful roses were centralised at 
the Clubhouse and put in new planters 
on the street corners.

• As promised, trees were planted on 
the street corners since we are working 
towards a Silver Lakes with many trees 
in order to have a welcoming feeling 
when we drive into the Estate!

• Another ‘cleaning’ project was to replant 
both the Boulevards. We are still busy 
with Muirfield section, by section. 
Pebble Beach Drive, you will remember, 
was totally replanted with new plants. 
The hedges were modernised. 

• Part of the tidying up of Silver Lakes 
was also to appoint a painter(s) on 
our regular environmental team.  This 

means our white walls of the ‘white wall 
and the slate roof’ look-and-feel stays 
white!

• A bit of modernisation was done when 
we decided to replace slate tiles on the 
corner planters with more modern slate 
cladding. 

• We also not only stayed with original 
white green silver and the reddish 
colour of Silver Lakes, we use the same 
hue of each colour on signage, etc. just 
so that one does not have more than 
one variation. For example, green when 
one gets to a Tee box and the signage, 
bins and ball washes must match each 
other! 

• We are still busy with the adopt a spot 
project outside of the gates of the 
estate. The firs being the area outside  
our Gate where we have the traders 
and taxis in Silver Lakes Drive. We will 
keep you posted on progress.

• At the main gate to Solomon Mhlangu 
Drive, you will soon see revamping of 
that gate with new roll-up security 
gates together with  the beautifying 
new flower box planters.

I want to thank all of our homeowners who 
put so much effort into your sidewalks and 
properties to keep it tidy and awesome 
looking – it makes our whole Estate look 
friendly and well-maintained! Thank you!  

To end this article off, I think it is 
important that we ask ourselves what 
we as homeowner can do for our Estate, 
not only the aesthetically, but also for 
the general look-and-feel of our Estate. 
We need to take part in the day-to-day 
living of the Estate. For example, go for 
walks, cycle, take part in the events our 
HOA staff organises – it creates a vibe of 
‘togetherness’ in the Estate.

We all need to work together on this – 
as you will see in photos of our events – 
thanks a million to everyone who takes 
and enjoys our Estate!

Have a wonderful last bit of winter. See 
you at Spring Day the second weekend of 
September!

Have fun.

Corlia Mathews
Environmental Director

Pretty sidewalk even on days of waste collection

Well looked after sidewalks 
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YOGA 
L E T  Y O U R  M I N D  B E  F R E E  

 

Kara : 084 900 8139
    yogawithkaralyn@gmail.com

Please  contact
 

18:00-19:00
 

Tuesday 

8:00-9:00 Saturday
 

Monthly unlimited :R500

Drop in              :R100

 

Golf 
 Sjac Weideman: 0718898072

sjac@silverlakes.co.za

Custom Fittings 

Individual player development

Advanced groups 

Statistics analyst 
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We want our children to eat 
well but many times, without 

paying attention and with good 
intentions, we teach them 

negative eating habits. 

We chase them with the plate to 
the living room, allow them to 
eat in front of the computer, 

and give them sweets as compensation 
or consolation. These are the common 
mistakes parents make. You'll probably 
find yourself in the list as well:

1. Finish the food on the plate
This is one of the most common mistakes. 
During the meal we put food on the 
children's plates and expect them to 
finish. When they do not want to, we try 
to coax them into eating a little more with 
sentences such as "just two more bites." In 
fact, the child knows when he is full, and 
we must rely on him and his mechanism 
of satiety.

How does that affect them? We are born 
with natural hunger and satiety. Children 
who get used to finishing all the food off 
the plate lose this natural mechanism 
and get used to eating when everyone is 
eating or when they are bored.

How can I fix it? You must start listening to 
a child from birth. When a baby closes his 
mouth or turns his head from the bottle, 
we mustn’t insist that he finishes. The child 
will eat until he is full, and if necessary, he 
will eat more at the next meal because he 
will be hungrier. When there is a proper 
eating system at home, then meals are 
held at reasonable hours and reasonable 
intervals, and the children join this 
schedule.

2. Sweets as compensation, reward or 
dessert
We try to make our child happy with 
sweets, and sometimes try to stop a 
fight by promising chocolate or sweets. 
But it turns out to be a way to create a 
wrong perception of sweets in the eye 
of the child. My approach is that there is 
no problem with having sweets at home. 
Sweets should not be viewed as forbidden 
food, just as it should not be used as a 
reward. The approach at home should 
be "The treats exist, and they will be here 
tomorrow too." That way, the child does 
not feel guilty about liking sweets, and on 
the other hand feels no pressure to obtain 
them.

How does that affect them? If sweets are 
presented as a reward or compensation 

to the child, he becomes accustomed 
to seeing it as comfort or something 
desirable. How can I fix it? It is important 
to do the separation and just stop using 
sweets as rewards. Instead of giving the 
child chocolate for good behaviour, for 
example, give him a sticker.

3. Let him eat only what he loves
We only prepare and serve food that our 
child prefers because we believe that main 
thing is that he eats. This way we only help 
him fixate even more on foods he eats. 

How does that affect them? A fixed menu 
can create a nutritional deficiency because 
the food is not varied enough, even if it is 
healthy. Also, when we give the child only 
foods that are familiar to him, we limit his 
exposure to other foods.

How can I fix it? You need patience. It is 
best at every meal to prepare some of his 
favourite foods, and some new foods. At 
such a meal, the child will not be frustrated 
that he does not have something he 
likes, and on the other hand, he will be 
motivated to taste new food. Keep in mind 
that children need to get used to the look 
of the food. Therefore, even if the child will 
not taste a dish the first time you introduce 
it, do not despair. At the next meal, the 

MISTAKES IN 
CHILDREN’S 
NUTRITION

Adva Beeri-Eldar, Clinical Dietitian

HEALTH & WELLNESS
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child may agree to have it on his plate. At 
the following meal he will agree to taste, 
but he may spit the food out of his mouth 
because he does not know the taste. It 
is possible that a child will love a certain 
food only after a few meals.

4. Skipping family meals
Afternoon schedules can be hectic 
between work and extra activities for 
the children and parents. It's hard to set 
a time for the whole family to sit at the 
table and have a meal. Still, you should 
try.

How does that affect them? When you eat 
together, except for the obvious social 
aspect, there are health benefits. Parents 
set an example for their children in terms 
of eating right, eating slower and mindful 
eating. When meals are eaten separately, 
there is a tendency to take a sandwich 
and eat in front of the TV or computer, 
and not pay attention to what food we 
eat and how much.

How can I fix it? Even if it is difficult to find 
the right time, you should aim for a family 
meal. You can talk to the children and try 
to determine with them what time would 

suit. If you have a class on a day or a TV 
show they like, consider it.

5. Juice and cold drinks
All of us have a natural tendency towards 
sweet things, but we should get used to 
drinking water instead of sugared drinks. 
It starts with us parents' personal example. 
Children who grow up in a house where 
sweet drinks are part of the daily routine 
are finding it difficult to get used to 
drinking water.

How does that affect them? Sweet drinks 
have no nutritional value. It is just sugar 
and empty calories and in small children it 
may replace a real meal and damage the 
teeth.

How can I fix it? The change begins with us 
as parents. When we drink only water, we 
can get our children used to it. At a young 
age, it is best to offer water when drinking, 
not a sweetened drink. If the child is 
accustomed to a sweet drink, he can dilute 
the drink in water more and more until he 
can drink water.

For consultations please contact 
eldaradva@gmail.com or 076 606 4345.

HEALTH & WELLNESS
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COMPETITION

PEOPLE WHO LOVE TO EAT ARE ALWAYS 
THE BEST PEOPLE… 

Do you love to eat? If your answer is YES, you have to enter the monthly 
restaurant competition here!   

Q: Name one event happening in Silver Lakes this August.

Please send your answer along with your name, contact details and stand number to info@eiapublishing.co.za. Don’t 
forget to add SILVER LAKES in the subject line. 

 
Congratulations to last month’s winner Regina Reinecke. Your vouchers are on their way to you! 

7
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It’s winter in SA and while we’re all 
waiting impatiently for the expected 
loadshedding schedule, we tend to 

forget that there are water restrictions 
imposed on us as well. Remember that 
in Gauteng, winter is our dry season and 
because we experienced marginal drought 
last summer, our dams aren’t looking very 
full. It’s imperative that we save water as 
well as electricity – we really don’t want 
to land up like Capetonians and queue for 
water this winter – in the cold! 

There are so many easy ways to limit water 
usage and save water in and around the 
house. Here are a few simple and handy 
ways to reduce your water consumption 
today and every day! 

Ways to save water outside! 
1.  It’s winter, and historically, the grass 

in your gardens is going to die off. It is 
not necessary to water it every day – it 
will NOT make the grass greener as it 
lays dormant in winter. If you insist on 
watering your grass every other day, be 
sure to do so in the early hours of the 
mornings or late evenings when the sun 
is down to avoid evaporation. 

2.  Even better, use a watering can in your 
garden. A watering can is the best way 

to water your garden to give it all the 
nourishment it needs. This is a method 
that saves water. 

3.  DO NOT use the hose pipe to wash 
your car. Fill up a bucket of water to 
wash your vehicle. Use the dirty water 
to water your plants (be sure to use 
environmentally-friendly soaps, please) 
and refill the bucket to rinse the soap off 
your car. Washing your car this way will 
save literally 1000s of litres of water. 

4.  Cover your swimming pools. 
Evaporation is among the leading 
causes of water loss from swimming 
pools. A pool can lose up to 3cm of 
water in a week. Covering your pool can 
save thousands of litres of water. 

Ways to save water inside! 
1. Keep a check on your water usage in 

bathroom. Turning off the tap while 
you’re brushing your teeth saves more 
than five litres of water per minute! 
Teach your children from a young 
age to switch off the tap when they’re 
brushing! 

2. Fix the toilet leaks. It is estimated that 
unknown leaks in your bathroom and 
household can waste up to 11 000 
litres of water a year. Making minor 
adjustments and fixing these leaks can 

save a lot of water. It’s too easy not to do. 
3. Recycle water. Small and effective 

methods like collecting cold water that 
we run every day before the water is hot 
enough to shower and using it to water 
plants or flush the toilet can make a 
huge difference. Water used to rinse the 
dishes once can be used to soak other 
dishes as well as to water indoor plants! 

4. Limit your Shower time. We all know 
that the shower is the place where we 
practice our audition for Idols, ponder 
life’s most meaningful questions and 
think up witty comebacks that we 
needed a week ago. But did you know 
that taking showers that last five 
minutes or less can save up to 21 000 
litres of water a year? Yes, this might be 
tough in winter, but it’s for the greater 
good! 

These tips really don’t mean massive 
change and sacrifice in your life at all. 
Such simple and easy adjustments to an 
otherwise wasteful and unconscious life 
can make huge positive changes to our 
environment. 

Start now! 

ENVIRONMENT

WATER SAVING TIPS



Never stop improving
More dynamically progressive, and purer than ever. And the AVANTGARDE 
Line is your perfect introduction to the New C-Class, a Mercedes-Benz 
innovation, with over 6 500 new parts.

Visit www.mercedes-benz.co.za to request a quote.

10% deposit and R7 888 p/m*

• Parking package
• Exterior aluminium trim

• Ambient lighting
• Wireless charging system

The new Mercedes-Benz C-Class AVANTGARDE Line.

*Terms and Conditions: Offer calculated on a C180 Facelift with AVANTGARDE Interior, AVANTGARDE Exterior, Mirror Package, Parking Package, Longitudinal Aluminium Trim, Metallic, 
Ambient Lighting, Wireless Charging System, Touchpad with Controller, Stowage Space Package, at a rate of 10.8% linked to the MBFS prime lending rate, over 36 months, the rate is 
subject to a credit assessment and may vary depending on your credit score, deposit of 10%**, Total Retail Price of R679 519 at a Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) of 60.41% based on 
20 000 km pa, Total Repayment Price of R692 233.  Monthly Service Fee of R69 (not included in the Monthly Instalment).  Initiation Fee of R1 207.50 (including VAT) not included in the 
monthly instalment.  The Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) is unique to the vehicle being advertised, subject to change per vehicle specification.  Offer valid until 31 May 2019 subject to 
availability at participating dealers only.  Offer subject to Credit Approval and no change in the Prime Lending Rate.
 
Agility Finance by Mercedes-Benz Financial Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd., an Authorised Financial Services Provider (Licence No. 18 604) and Credit Provider (Licence No. NCRCP80). 
Vehicle specifications may vary for the South African Market.  Standard with the new PremiumDrive.

Mercedes-Benz Menlyn Lifestyle Centre | Cnr Muriel Street & January Masilela Drive, Menlyn, Pretoria Mariette Enslin: Tel:  012 368 2149 Cell: 061 431 9764 
 

Email: mariettee@mcmotor.co.za
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AUGUST – THE PERFECT TIME TO 
REPAINT AND RENOVATE YOUR HOME

With drier weather conditions, August is 
the perfect time to repaint your home.

In the summer months, you are usually 
challenged with moisture in the air which 
could cause paint to remain wet for longer. 
However, this time of the year is much less 
humid and repairs like water damp and 
crackedwalls are considerably easier to fix.

But remember, painting your home 
requires more than just paint. A good paint 
job will instantly transform your home 
from looking old and tedious to appearing 
fresh and modern, adding character and 
personality. However, painting your home 
is not only for enhancement purposes, 
it also acts as a defence against weather, 
insects and other potential threats. 
Painting your home regularly is an 
important aspect of home maintenance to 
ensure your property remains protected 
and retains its market value.

Many home owners choose the cheapest 
quotation which sometimes results in 
disaster, so ultimately, it ends up being 
more expensive. Painting a home is not 
just about attractive colours, it requires 
skill, knowledge and experience to ensure 
a long-lasting finish.

IT’S ALL IN THE PREPARATION
To guarantee a long-lasting paint job, 
certain steps need to be taken prior 
to applying the paint. If you do not 
undertake these preparations correctly, 
paint manufacturers will simply void their 
paint guarantee.

It is common for interior and exterior 
walls and ceilings to crack due to weather 
conditions. Cracks are caused for various 
reasons and should be investigated 
properly to find the actual cause. Once 
the source has been established, only then 
can the damage be properly fixed with the 
correct materials and methods.

Thereafter, intense water- and damp 
proofing should be carried out, followed 
by painting. If any of these steps are 
missed, the same, and often more cracks 
will surface not long after the project 
is completed, resulting in a potentially 
poorer condition and more costs. The 
same rule of thumb goes with any home 
renovations. Therefore, it’s imperative 
to choose a professional and reputable 
company to ensure you get value for 
your money and a long-lasting finish on 
your project. The 0861NUTSMAN team 
has specialised in paintwork and home 
renovations for more than a decade, 
bringing a wealth of experience which 
will allow your project to be completed on 
time and within budget.

Their specialised services include:
• Renovating kitchens and bathrooms
• Painting and decorating
• Repairing cracked interior and exterior 

walls

• Fixing water damage and damp 
proofing

• Wood and steelwork repairs and 
revamps

• Roof and gutter replacements
• Geyser repairs and general plumbing
• Replacing windows and doors
• Renovating paving.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
The 0861NUTSMAN is a professional 
renovating and maintenance company 
trusted by many home owners and small 
businesses around Centurion, Pretoria 
and Midrand. With teams of highly skilled 
contractors, they can take on any size of 
painting or maintenance job, and offer 
guarantees on all work carried out.

For professional advice on your project 
or to request a free no obligation 
quotation, contact the 0861NUTSMAN on  
082 366 6911.

0861NUTSMAN
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In 1964 and 1965, Colonel Mike Hoare 
led 300 ‘Wild Geese’ across the Congo 
to crush a communist rebellion, rescue 

2000 nuns and priests from barbarity, beat 
Che Guevara … and become a legend.

Born in Calcutta on St Patrick’s Day, 17 
March 1919, and of Irish blood, Thomas 
Michael Bernard Hoare was sent along 
with his brother Alick to boarding school in 
England from the age of 8 years. Amongst 
his many talents, he was a brilliant 
cricketer. After school, he was articled to a 
firm of chartered accountants until World 
War 2 interrupted his mundane lifestyle.

During the war, Mike built up a sterling 
reputation, being named at one stage as 
the ‘best bloody soldier in the British Army’. 
After the war, he qualified in London as a 
chartered accountant and emigrated to 
South Africa.

It was while living in Durban that Mike 
embarked on a series of adventures that 
included a few trans-Africa motorbike 
trips, blue water sailing, exploring remote 
areas, and leading safaris in the Kalahari 
Desert. 

During one of his excursions in the 
Kalahari, he got to know a CIA agent who 
was to change his life … (and, as it turned 
out, Nelson Mandela’s!). 

In 1981 Mike led 50 ‘Frothblowers’ in a bid 
to depose the socialist government of the 
Seychelles.
Things went wrong and Mike spent three 
years in jail for hijacking a Boeing 707.

Mike Hoare, who turned 100 in March this 
year, was often described as a brilliant 
leader. Any reader of this book should 
make sure to read the Appendices, in 
particular, Appendix C, A Lecture on Man 
Management and Leadership. “A leader is 
only as good as the sum of his men; but 
let me also assure you that a good leader 
can raise this sum to the power of ten, by 
caring for his men, setting a good example, 
and leading with a firm hand,” he says.

After reading the enthralling tale of Mike 
Hoare’s escapades, Frederick Forsyth, 
author of The Dogs of War and The Day 
of the Jackal, said, “I found this book a 
cracking read and recommend it to those 
who want to miss a night’s sleep.” 

Al J Venter, the well-known war writer, 
wrote: “The Legend is exceptionally well 
written. Chris handled his Dad’s story with 
remarkable clarity and insight.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Chris Hoare is the eldest son of ‘Mad Mike’. 
He went to school at Michaelhouse, has a 
Bachelor’s
Degree from the University of Natal in 
South Africa, and has spent most of his 
working life in journalism. With unique 
access to Mike and his story, it took Chris 
about 12 years, working between times, 
to research and write this authoritative 
biography.

AVAILABLE from:
Bookshops in South Africa and UK

PUBLISHED by:
Partners in Publishing, Durban, 2018

Mad Mike Hoare: The Legend
By Chris Hoare

R395,00 

LIFESTYLE
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Silver LakesSS
TODAY’S CH  LD

THE SPIRIT OF THE GREAT HEART

In Hil’s Head 
Hil is a wife and mom to two busy teenagers and has the attention span of a... oh 
look, something shiny. Hil is passionate about words and art. When she is not wife-
ing and mom-ing, she is likely to be found next to a cold cup of tea, either drawing, 
painting or deliberating over the best choice of words for her next writing project. 

Visit her online at www.hilarygreen.co.za or on Instagram @InHilsHead

I had a million ideas about what I was going 
to share with you guys this month. 

Okay, I exaggerate. I had two or three ideas. 
But even two or three ideas is remarkable 
because normally I am at a loss about what to 
write about. Nothing ever seems remarkable 
enough. Just as I was about to sit down to 
write, social media erupted with news of the 
passing of Johnny Clegg. Post after post from 
people who were genuinely heart broken. 
Most posts were from people like me, fans. 
Some of the posts were by friends in the 
entertainment industry who knew him and 
had worked with him personally. Some were 
even personal friends of his. 

Johnny Clegg’s music was the soundtrack to 
my childhood, as a little girl growing up in 
80s South Africa. One of my most profound 
childhood memories is indelibly linked to 
one of his songs.

I was a nine-year-old, living in the southern 
suburbs of Joburg. One of my favourite 
treats was to go to the Top Star drive-in with 
my family. The snack shop at the drive-in 
was usually off limits because we were on 
a budget, so Mom would make a big tub of 
popcorn to take along.

We piled into my Dad’s blue Volvo to watch 
‘Jock of the Bushveld’ that night. A special 

movie, with a Johnny Clegg song featuring 
on the soundtrack. I loved the movie but 
my word, it was sad! I remember my dad 
gently teasing us girls as we left the drive-
in, sobbing. Spoiler alert: Jock, the special 
dog, died. 

Mom made us tea and sarmies when we 
got home while Dad went out check on 
our beloved elderly Boxer dog, Jesse. 
Dad had rescued Jesse as a pup. She was 
an albino and considered the runt of the 
litter. She had been a little unwell before 
we went out and Dad was giving her some 
extra attention. Minutes later, he returned. 
This time he was crying. Jesse was dead. It 
was the first time, and one of the very few 
times that I have seen my Dad cry. 

To this day, ‘Spirit of the Great Heart’ 
brings back a ton of happy-sad childhood 
memories and I almost always shed a tear.
I’ve had the privilege of seeing Johnny 

Clegg perform live a couple of times. They 
were all memorable occasions. Last year, 
I watched the final concert of his farewell 
tour at the Dome. I took the kids and they 
too became fans. 

His music means so much more to me than 
reminding me of childhood memories. His 
signature crossover style awakened me to 
rhythms of other cultures in a time when 
we were not meant to be united. As an 
adult fan, I loved listening to his stories. He 
was an incredible storyteller. 

The thing with Johnny Clegg, is that 
whether you knew the man, had met the 
man, or just followed the man, he had an 
uncanny ability to connect with us and 
connect us with each other. 
Thank you, Johnny. 

PS. Normal posting will resume next 
month. If I remember all those ideas I had.
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Instagram (IG) is a visually-led social 
media platform where the primary 
method of interaction is double-tapping 

an image to like it. Posts go viral due to 
them feeding into the dominant culture. 
The app allows users to post their photos 
/ videos to their feed. Photos / videos are 
often edited or enhanced prior to sharing. 
Anyone with an IG account can see another 
person’s account. By following the person, 
one is able to access their online gallery. 
To make posts easier to find, users make 
use of hashtags or captions. Locations 
may be shared which opens up all sorts 
of concerns. IG also tailor-makes feeds for 
the user based on their previous searches, 
hashtags and other users they follow. IG 
has three account settings to choose from 
namely private, business or open. Teens 
that access IG for popularity may choose 
to set their accounts up as business or 
open. The widest net for gaining followers 
and ‘friends’ would be an open account. 
But this also means anyone on the internet 
has access to all your posts, photos, videos 
thus ultimately has access to you. An open 
account for a teen is asking for trouble…

According to Time.com international 
studies have been done and IG is the 
worst social media network for mental 
health and wellbeing. While IG got points 
for self-expression and self-identity, it 
was associated with anxiety, depression, 
bullying and the fear of missing out 

(FOMO). IG looks friendly and fun, but:
•  Users have little control over what they 

seeing. 
•  The pseudo-positivity of IG encourages 

its users to present an attractive image 
to get maximum followers. 

•  It presents unrealistic, edited images 
and posts that directly speak to teens. 
They quickly forget that people edit 
their photographs. 

These can lead to the risk of developing 
an unhealthy body image. They can also 
set unrealistic expectations and create 
feelings of inadequacy and low self-
esteem.
•  Teens start investing more time online 

at the expense of communicating and 
interacting in real life, in sports, and in 
friendships.

•  IG has always about looking flawless. It 
is not real. 

•  IG creates a popularity contest. 

Compare and despair 
IG makes it is easy to compare the number 
of ‘friends’ you have against your peers. It is 
natural to compare. We compare ourselves 
with others in terms of abilities, social 
standing and even how we feel. Social 
media is making it a lot more difficult to 
avoid comparing. Researchers are even 
calling this the “compare and despair” 
of IG. The typical IG user spends most of 
his/her time on observing other people, 

occasionally messaging but not too often 
posting. I.E. users spend most of their time 
gathering information about others.  As a 
result, it is nearly impossible to not use this 
information to compare our lives with that 
of others. 

Teens also believe others have more friends 
than the really do based on the number of 
followers a person has. The teen user may 
have hundreds/thousands of followers 
because their account is set as business or 
open but they only really know a handful. 
For the teen with fewer followers, the 
assumption then is that they are less liked, 
less connected and therefore less popular. 
The seduction comes into play where 
the ‘less popular’ teen must create a post 
which will get more followers or they must 
be more active on IG. Sometimes these 
posts have to be extreme such as bikini 
pics or semi-nudes. Or to change their 
account setting from private to business 
or open so as to attract more followers.

National Online Safety gives many 
points parents need to know about (see 
the insert). Here I mention the most 
prominent points for me:  
•  Hooked on scrolling. Most social media 

platforms are designed to keep users 
engaged for long periods of time. IG 
does this very effectively by allowing 
users to scroll indefinitely. Teens and 
adults quickly lose track of time while 

TEENS AND INSTAGRAM 
by Dr Ilse Ruane Psychology

TODAY'S CHILD
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scrolling and looking for nothing in 
particular. Sleep gets disrupted and 
relationships become strained as 
families no longer communicate with 
one another but rather sit next to one 
another while playing on their phones.

•   Direct messages (DM). DMs allows users 
to share posts, videos, photos, voice 
messages and calls with each other. 
Even if a teens account is set as private, 
anybody with an IG account is able to 
DM another IG user. Even if the person 
is not one of the teens followers, the 
message is still sent to them. The teen 
then has the option of whether or not 
to accept the message. As per human 
nature, curiosity may win and the teen is 
exposed to someone or something you 
would prefer them not knowing about 
or seeing.

•  Influencer culture. Influencer culture 
is a fascinating thing. Influencers 
promote products, services, apps etc 
to the target audience. These tid-bits 
are not always easy to uncover as they 
are housed in benign looking posts 
and may mislead teens into wanting 
something promoted on their feed. For 
example teens may not necessarily have 
the financial means to make a purchase. 
This could lead to feeling of lower self-
worth and inappropriate behaviour to 
find a means of acquiring the desired 
item.   

•  Mental health challenges. As mentioned 
previously, edited photos and enhanced 
photos are the norm on IG. These create 
false and unrealistic expectation for 
teens to ascribe to. Teens strive for 
more ‘likes’ by editing their photos. 
Body images, and subsequently mental 
health and wellbeing become eroded. 

•  Live streaming. Live streaming is 
another concerning feature of IG when 
it comes to teens. It allows users to 
connect with followers in real time. This 
has all sort of problems with regards to 
exposure, let alone grooming and abuse 
that can sneak into a teens feed.

Pointing fingers
The blame of the problems with 
new technology gets put entirely on 
technology. If we want to find a solution 
to these problems, we need to take 
ownership of our role in the situation and 
take cognisance of the technologically-
driven world in which we live. There has 
always been a medium transmitting social 
pressures. Previously it was TV, newspapers 
and magazines. Today it includes social 
media and the internet. The challenge 
with social media is that it is accessible all 
day, every day, from anywhere and for as 
long as you like. In other words, it is not 
just IG that is the problem. It is the social 
pressures put on teens, that are part of our 
culture, that are then amplified by social 
media. Things like popularity used to be 
abstract, today it is quantifiable in how 
many friends you have on IG.

Ban it then? Let’s unpack this… IG creates 
insecurity, social pressure around body 
shape, exercise, fashion and income. 
The effects of screen time and the risks 
associated with social media, whether 
bullying or strangers, are serious enough 
for parents to ban it. However we need to 
guard against making social media the 
forbidden fruit. Teens are always one step 
ahead of their parents. Here are some 
examples of conversations I came across 
online while researching these platforms:
•  “My mom follows me on IG, but she has 

no clue as to who I DM. I organised a 
hook up at the party” Being a ‘friend’ of 
your teen on IG means you can see what 
they have posted. You cannot access 
where others have tagged them in posts, 
photos or videos or who your teen is 
direct messaging. This can only be done 
directly from within their account.

•  "My mum gave me permission to use 
IG, but she has no clue about my finsta." 
Finsta is a second IG account teens may 
make use of to hide from parents and 
share more honest photos and captions.

•  "My parents regularly search my phone, 
but they don't know about my decoy 
app." Decoy apps like Calculator and 
Audio Manager, allow teens to hide their 
photos and videos, make secret calls and 
message people.

The lesson to be learnt is that as technology 
advances, teens will never stop moving 
towards new apps and games. Thus 
banning social media just is not realistic. 
Social media can be beneficial in building 
relationships, supporting causes and 
joining movements. Not only can teens use 
social media in their favour, but they will be 
increasingly expected to do so. By teaching 
teens to use social media in a healthy way, 
parents can help them take charge of their 
online activities.
1.  Set the standard. Unlike rules, which 

restrict negative behaviours, set 
standards that encourage positive 
behaviours. Setting high standards takes 
practice, and when a family agrees to live 
by the same standards, they keep each 
other accountable. Set the standard in 
your home e.g. no phones at the dinner 
table, lead by example by having a IG 
account with no nasty comments and do 
not follow any inappropriate people or 
sites. 

2.  Take screen time. Behaviour is learned. 
Teens will not behave inappropriately, 
if they are not exposed to inappropriate 
content. Therefore check their screen 
time and see what they are accessing 
and for how long. Also there is nothing 
wrong with limiting their screen time. 

3.  Passwords and access. Your teen should 
not have passwords you do not know 
or deny you access to their phones. As a 
parent, it would be wise to periodically 
check their WhatsApp, IG and other 
social platforms. This includes going into 
the direct messages on IG and seeing 

who they are communicating with. Teens 
are under age therefore you as a parent 
are legally responsible for what goes on, 
on their phones.  

4.  Discuss the "do's" of social media, not only 
the "don'ts". It is more useful to discuss a 
post that represents your character and 
values versus “don’t post something that 
will embarrass you”. I say this because 
at the time of posting, the teen did not 
think their post was embarrassing or 
they would not have posted it in the 
first place. Thus discuss how to positively 
utilise IG to their benefit.  

So where to from here.
Parents and educators may take the stance 
that the solution is to simply not use it. 
Honestly if it is not IG, it will be something 
else. Social media is not going anywhere, in 
fact it is advancing daily. The solution lies 
in building resilience and self-esteem. If 
teens are feeling good about themselves, 
they will not compare so strongly or take 
things so personally. Social media may 
make us forget how good real life actually 
is because it perpetuates what we do not 
have, how we do not look, the holidays we 
do not take. We need to pause, get some 
perspective and remind our teens, and 
perhaps ourselves too, that living in the real 
world is still great.

Dr Ilse Ruane 
 Psychology

• Marital, Couples & Family 
Therapy

• Counselling Children, 
Adolescents & Adults

• “Teen” Challenges
• Behavioural & Adjustment 

Challenges
• Stress-Related Challenges
• Adjustment to Depression & 

Anxiety
• Subject & Career Counselling 
• Psychometric Testing

For an appointment please call
083 376 1995

Fees are charged according to Scale of 
Benefits

Practice Address:    27 Fish Eagle Street, 
Silver Lakes, Pretoria 

Pr. Nr. 0860000114022
Reg. No.: PS 0080543
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Established in 2013, 
PIC2ART provides a 

unique, fast and efficient 
canvas printing service 
to South African home 

owners and businesses.  

SUPERIOR, 
HIGH 

QUALITY 
CANVAS 
PRINTS

Same day service options also available.

CUSTOM SIZES

PIC2ART has a variety of canvas frames 
available and you can choose whether you 
want your art to be made up as individual 
frames, collages, or multi frames. Send 
them your image as well as the size that 
you require. Payment is via EFT or credit 
card. Supply your address and within 3 to 
5 working days your parcel will arrive at 
your address.

The PIC2ART business model was created 
combining modern techniques of design 
and printing with the age old techniques 
of canvas stretching and finishing, 
resulting in a beautiful artistic blend of old 
and new.

The PIC2ART brand is synonymous with 
colour, vibrant imagery, and artistic flair. 
By virtue of their first class design service, 
they offer their clients the opportunity to 
generate their own creations, by translating 
their memories and imaginative genius 
into everlasting art that is imbued with a 
far higher value than generic artworks.

With the constant advancement of 
photographic technology, everyone is 
able to capture their own special moments 
- memories that could be forgotten or 
overlooked in the vast digital archives that 
so often remain hidden in some kind of 
storage device. PIC2ART makes sure that 
those special memories remain alive and 
able to be enjoyed by friends and family 
when they adorn your walls and display 
units.

Finding the perfect blend of old and new 
is their constant mission – to produce 
distinctive art that is unique to you, 
whether it’s to beautify your home or 
enhance the branding of your business.

The PIC2ART printing service is world class and 
offers a speedy turnaround time. For orders, e-mail: 

online@pic2art.co.za; 
southdowns@pic2art.co.za; or 

woodlands@pic2art.co.za 
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www.pic2art.co.za

Ordering as Easy as 1, 2, 3!
1. Choose your artwork.

2. Email it to us, specify 
the size and when you 
would like to pick-up.

3. Come pay and  
take it away!

We do same day service 
in studio, with the  

 
3-5 days delivery.

 

Order Online

The Smart Home Shop  
Your one stop DIY Home Control Shop

www.thesmarthomeshop.co.za
The Smart Home Shop 086 199 5054

wwww.thewww

eer Onlin

Y e Control Shop

Smart Lights

Smart CCTV

Smart  Audio

Fire TV

Smart  Plugs

Smart  Switches

Smart Irrigation

Smart  Locks

CONTACT US FOR A FREE QUOTE ON:
• INTERIOR & EXTERIOR WALL COATINGS

• ROOF PAINTING, WATERPROOFING & TORCH-ON

• WOOD & STEEL PREPARATIONS & PAINTING

• EPOXY & FLOOR COATINGS

ALL:
• RESIDENTIAL HOUSES

• MULTI - STOREY BUILDINGS

• OFFICE BLOCKS ETC.

SEBENZA PAINTERS cc

1996 / 030729 / 23   LEVEL 2 (BEE)
YOUR REGISTERED APPROVED 

PLASCON APPLICATOR

082 575 7460 / 082 559 8760  /  danprojects@telkomsa.net
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SOLAR POWER? 
HERE’S YOUR GUIDE!

You can immunise your home and business from grid power loss in 
various ways, ranging from uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs), 
petrol/diesel generators, and to solar photovoltaic (PV) power 
generation.

Technology Lifetime ROI Warranty

UPS 2 to 5 years < 0% 1 to 2 years

Fuel Generator 5 to 10 years < 0% 1 to 2 years

Solar PV power 10 to 25 years 300 - 950% 2 to 25 years

YOUR STEP-BY STEP GUIDE:
1) Find a suitable installer:
By using only PVGreenCard accredited installers, not only do you 
ensure proper skill levels, but you also obtain recourse: in the event 
that an installation or system design is found to be sub-standard 
or faulty, the installer stands to lose his/her accreditation if the 
client appeals, and SAPVIA (South African Photovoltaic Installer’s 
Association) finds in favour of the client.

Look out for the PVGreenCard logo!

2)  Choose the appropriate system for your application:
There are basically only two types of solar PV systems to choose from:
• Grid-Tied
• Off-Grid

Grid-tied systems are tied to a public or private electricity grid. Off-
grid systems are stand-alone, and are not connected to any incoming 
electricity grid – they create their own electricity “island”.

Both these types of systems can be configured in a multitude of 
different configurations.  Both types use solar PV panels to generate 
direct current (DC), whereas the majority of home appliances 
require alternating current (AC).  Inverters are used to convert the 
DC to AC, and the type of inverter used, will determine if any, and 
how many backup batteries can be added, and whether or not 
standby generators are supported.  The number of backup batteries 
determine the level of independence from the grid (e.g. during load 
shedding, power failures, or at night).

There is currently no off-the-shelf, single brand, turnkey solution 
available for a complete system.  Systems are designed according to 
the chosen components.

3)  Ensure accurate consumption profile measurement:
Copies of monthly electricity bills are simply not good enough for 
proper solar PV system design.  You need measurements for at least 
1 full week, taken at most 15 minutes apart.  Your accredited installer 
should do this as part of their standard service offering.

4)  Ensure compliance with at least the following:
• NRS 097-2-1: These are utility interface requirements that pertain 

primarily to the characteristics of the inverters.
• NRS-097-2-3: These are connection criteria that pertain primarily 

to the size of the solar PV generator with respect to the notified 
maximum demand (NMD), the nature of the electrical supply 
(e.g. dedicated vs. shared, single vs. 3-phase), and the minimum 
breaker size between the point of supply (POS) and the point of 
control (POC)).

• SANS 10142 – Requirements for wiring of premises.  This 
document currently does not contain a section dedicated to solar 
PV installations.  In September 2018, the technical committee has 
submitted a draft for comment and acceptance, and it is expected 
to be promulgated through the course of 2019 or 2020.  It will be 
enforced retroactively, and a certificate of compliance (COC) will 
be required for the DC and AC part of your solar PV system when 
selling your property.

5)  Grid application for grid connection
Every grid-tied solar PV system in South Africa must be registered 
with the local authority, using a grid application form. The onus is 
on the property owner to submit this application, but your installer 
should be able to assist you with this.  It requires at least the following: 
• the PVGreenCard accreditation number of the installer,
• a Pr Eng or Pr Tech to sign off on the test report,
• detailed line diagrams of the installation,
• a COC for the PV system, and
• a 3rd party NRS compliance certificate for the inverter(s).

The grid application form must be submitted before you may 
connect to the grid, and you may only feed electricity into the grid 
after receiving approval of your application.

The feed-in tariff in Tshwane can range from 10c per kWh to 
approximately R1.57 /kWh (location dependent).

Solar PV power generation is a technically specialised endeavour, 
but you can rely on an accredited PVGreenCard installer to help you 
choose the most effective option for your needs. 

Choose wisely, and you can get it right the first time, minimise waste, 
and contribute to the future of our planet.

www.1GreenPlanet.net   •   info@1greenplanet.net
         FOR THE PLANET • FOR THE CHILDREN • FOR THE FUTURE

Solar PV power generation is clearly by far the most 
financially sound solution for own power generation.  It 
adds value to your home or business.
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LIFESTYLE

I recently had the pleasure of spending 
a few days on a farm in Dullstroom.  My 
husband went for the trout fishing and 

my plans were to do as little as possible, 
and what better place to do this.  I used 
the quiet time to wander along the nature 
trails and take in the picturesque scenery.  
This got me wondering why we don’t 
spend more time in nature – but then, who 
does?  So, if you also don’t find enough 
time to enjoy the great outdoors, here 
are some ideas for incorporating natural 
touches into your home.  Whilst indoor 
greenery is clearly the starting point for 
achieving a naturalist interior, we’re going 
to draw inspiration from some of the less 
obvious elements.

Natural Plant Weaves
Most items woven from natural fibres are a 
rich golden colour, reminiscent of dry bush 
grass.  This neutral palette makes for a very 
versatile addition to most spaces.  

Cane furniture is not limited to patios 
or beach houses. One or two occasional 
chairs with the right cushions can blend 
right in with most styles and bring your 
look back down to earth. 

Jute, sisal or seagrass rugs have a number 
of benefits.  They are relatively inexpensive, 
low maintenance and durable compared 
to their wool or Persian counterparts.  
Chosen correctly they work well with a 

NATURAL BEAUTY
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LIFESTYLE

multitude of styles from French country 
to industrial.  They add visual warmth and 
texture to a room without competing for 
attention. Tip: layer your jute rug with 
another rug to add colour or blend your 
look.

Baskets are very on-trend right now and 
can be used for purely aesthetic purposes 
or for practical storage of anything from 
fresh produce to laundry. Create interest 
by displaying them in a variety of sizes and 
/ or weaves and be sure to use at least one 
as a plant holder.

Look out for other items such as placemats, 
coasters, window blinds and lampshades.

Wood
Few flooring options add more personality 
to a room than wood. If going this route, 
ensure you choose a durable, natural 
wood in a neutral tone and keep in mind 
that it requires regular maintenance.

If you’d prefer to introduce this natural 
element in a less permanent way, opt for 
furniture.  Wooden furniture has become 
more rustic of late with raw wood taking 
centre stage.  A raw wood table top with 
its natural jagged edges creates an instant 
talking point.

Keep your trendy timber interesting with 
repurposed tree stumps as side tables, 
exposed wooden roof trusses for an open, 
natural aesthetic and some driftwood 
décor accents – perhaps picked up on a 
nature trail.

Stone
We’ve covered the grass and the trees, but 
no panorama is complete without rocky 
outcrops. The look and feel of stone can 
be created in various ways across floors 
and walls, from stone tiles to screeding.   
Terrazzo floor and wall treatments create 
some additional natural interest with their 
chips of marble, quartz or granite.  

Now for the jewels in the crown of natural 
stone décor - agate and geodes. Given the 
bright, glamorous hues and textures of 
these crystallised rocks, you’d be forgiven 

for forgetting that they occur naturally.  
Not only do they make interesting display 
objects d’art but they can now be found in 
anything from coasters and coffee tables 
to chandeliers and wall coverings.

Tip: agate does not come cheap 
so you can experiment by start-
ing with small items or geode 
artworks.

I’m not saying you should put off your trip 
to the bush, but a peaceful refuge could be 
closer than you think.   

Audrey Maidwell is an interior decorator and 
second hand furniture and décor retailer, 
owner of Second Chance Furniture & Decor.  

Tel 083 297 7671
E-mail: secondchance.fd@vodamail.co.za
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
secondchance.fd/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/
secondchance.fd/
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Gardeners 
Eric is looking for gardening work. He 
has been working for me for a long time. 
Please contact 072 181 5984 or Loraine on 
083 256 9350.   

Glen Baloyi is an excellent gardener. He is 
proud of his work and goes the extra mile 
with a smile. He can also do a lot of other 
chores in or around the house. Please 
contact Glen on 067 370 0191.

Lackson is looking for gardening work on 
a Monday, Tuesday or Friday. He is very 
hardworking as well as being reliable. He 
has worked for me for more than 3 years. 
Please contact Martin on 082 458 3385 for 
any references. Please contact Lackson on 
074 519 4051.

Samuel has been working for me as a 
gardener for the past 5 years and is looking 
for extra days work.  He is hardworking and 
can help with many little DIY jobs around 
the place.  Please contact Samuel on  
061 122 1062.

Domestics, Housekeepers & Childminders

Excellent domestic worker Sarah is looking 
for employment on a Wednesday, the only 
day she is still available. Please contact 
Sarah on 072 310 6552.

Evelyne has been working for me for the 
past 3 years and is looking for extra days 
work in Silver Lakes.  She is a very pleasant 
lady and willing to work hard.  Please 
contact Evelyne on 061 122 1062.

Lisa has worked for me for 4 years. She 
works on the weekends but is looking for 
any amount of days in the week but not 
full time as I need her on the weekends. 
She is great with kids. She used to do the 
night feeds with my second child. She 
plays and does art projects with the kids 
on the weekends. She is available to either 
clean or as a baby sitter. She loves kids. 
She looks after my kids every Friday and 
Saturday evening. She is very loyal and has 
a special place in my heart. If interested 
please let me know and contact Bronwyn 
Craig on 076 838 1158.

My wonderful helper who is extremely 
honest and a hard worker is looking for 
a sleep-in job. We are leaving SA end 
of August so she will be available from 
September. She has been with me for 
1 year. She is kind, very honest, cleans 
very well and is extremely polite. Her 
name is Eva and you can contact Eva on  
073 775 2007.

Sophie is uiters betroubaar en eerlik. My 
huis is altyd in ‘n skoubare toestand. Sy 
kan lekker kook, stryk baie netjies en is 
baie sag met kinders. Skakel haar gerus 
indien u haar wil neem vir ‘n onderhoud.  
(076 034 8059). Skakel gerus vir Linda by 
082 567 7963 vir verwysing.

My helper Agnes is looking for domestic 
work, Monday to Friday to start 
immediately. She was working for me but 
I’m relocating to Johannesburg and she 
needs another job. Agnes is hard working, 
she is very good with kids, trustworthy and 
reliable. I highly recommend her. Please 
contact 072 269 5599 for a reference or 
contact Agnes on 067 690 8306.

CLASSIFIEDS

House & Pet Sitting

I am available to look after your beloved 
pets when you go on holiday. I am also 
a dog owner and I know how special 
our pets are to us. I stay in Silver Lakes. 
Available all year round. I charge R100 per 
day. References available upon request. 
Contact Helen on 082 552 3418.

I am a student living in Silver Lakes and 
offer my services as a pet and house sitter 
all year around. Includes walking, feeding 
and playing with pets. My fee is negotiable. 
Please contact Louis Scheepers on  
076 870 2432.

I am your trusted pet sitter and animal 
lover staying in Silver Lakes.  I will go the 
extra mile to take care of your "children" 
and property while you are on holiday 
or away on business. Should the need 
arise, I will take them to the Vet and nurse 
them.  I will feed them twice a day which 
includes play time and picking up their 
"little mess" they leave behind.  Daily rate 
is R100.  Kontak my gerus en ek ontmoet 
u en u "kinders" sodat u met gemoedsrus 
op vakansie kan gaan. I have excellent 
references if required. Please contact 
Amanda on 074 610 5473

Experienced House and Pet sitter 
available, to help give you peace of mind 
while you are away. Please contact Tayla 
on WhatsApp 082 293 6537.

While you relax and enjoy the "get away", 
I'll look after your animal "children", home 
and plants. I'll update you regularly on 
what's happening at home, so that you 
needn't worry while you are away. I am 
residing in Silver Lakes, which makes it 
easy for me to be at your service. If you 
want to make use of my "special service”, 
contact Frances on 079 494 3436.

My name is Plaxcedes Gumbo. I am looking 
for domestic work for 4 days, (Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays). I am 
37 years old and very responsible, neat 
and hard working. You can contact Ingrid 
on 083 289 5695 as my reference. I have 
been working for her since 2015. If you 
need to contact me for anything further 
please contact me on 074 931 3321.

Nomsa looking for work on Mondays 
and Wednesdays, from August 2019. 
We are moving overseas, and can highly 
recommend her. She is diligent in her work 
and has a beautiful personality. Good with 
ironing and all house work. Please contact 
Annely for reference on 082 410 7396.

Patricia is looking for full or part-time 
work, sleep out. She has worked at nursery 
schools and has good experience with 
children. Very friendly, reserved and 
reliable. She stays close to Silver Lakes 
area. I can personally recommend her and 
there are others to give references as well. 
Available immediately. Please contact 
Patricia on 072 847 9658 or Seugnèt on 
082 880 2842.
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Handyman – Are you too busy or need a 
small job done in Silver Lakes, please call 
us. Anything from changing a light bulb 
or lock to painting, waterproofing, tiling, 
paving, ceilings, cornice, dry walling small 
brick work and plaster, almost anything. 
Call Johan 082 411 0451 or Protus 
061 029 1850

Furniture Repairs – Lounge suits, seats, 
backs, arms, chairs, tables, riempies, 
cabinet doors and drawers. Please contact 
Fien on 074 899 6600.

Alterations – I can Lengthen or shorten 
pants, skirts, dresses or curtains. Interested 
in sewing lessons. Please contact Petra van 
Vuuren on 084 504 3464.

Liberty Financial Advisor – For Personal 
or business life insurance. Protect or Invest 
for a free assessment and quote please 
contact me. Retrenchment is a reality 
don’t get caught without cover. Please 
contact Natalie on 063 224 9252 or email  
natalie.mienie@liblink.co.za

Load Shedding Renewable Energy 
Adviser - Dino from Procos Energy 
Solutions lives in Silver Lakes and is 
available for consultations on any 
power, hot water and water pumping 
requirements using solar solutions.  
Please contact Dino on 072 199 1775 or  
pesinfo@mweb.co.za for advice or to set-
up a consultation.

NETJIES - Professional Declutter Service 
- I offer professional declutter service to 
bring back harmony and order to your 
home. I can help you if you are relocating, 
parents downsizing, need to sort through 
deceased estate or if you are struggling 
to sort and organise a home filled with 
memories. Please contact Collette on  
083 306 9309.

Painting & Waterproofing - Frans is an 
excellent painter and waterproofing 
specialist. Contact Frans on  
084 677 3186. For a reference contact Irma 
on 082 444 7368.

Renovations, Upgrades, and Maintenance 
– Izak du Plessis is a qualified builder with 
more than 40 years’ experience in the 
construction industry. For any renovations, 
upgrades, or maintenance projects- big or 
small. Please contact Izak on 082 927 0054 
or email: izakduplessis1@gmail.com.

My name is Sean and I have recently 
graduated from the SABA International 
Academy. I am looking to start my career 
as a professional butler. If you need 
assistance with the running of your 
household I am here to assist. I am a 
people’s person and who enjoys learning 
all the time. Feel free to contact me on  
082 836 6918 for more information. 

Visit The Urban Dentist in Olympus for all 
your dental needs! Contact: 012 991 1391.

Dr JH Schreuder (Dr Jan Schreuder) 
Medical Practitioner will be consulting 
full-time at his consulting rooms at 46 
Ballybunion Silver Lakes from 07h30 till 
17:h30 Monday to Friday, and Saturdays 
from 8h00 till 11h00.  Contact Numbers 
for appointments consulting rooms:  
012 809 0891 and mobile 082 552 6226.

Dr Marcel C Niemandt – We are an 
ophthalmology practice in Silver Lakes. 
The below conditions can be diagnosed 
and treated at the practice. Cataracts, 
Glaucoma, Age-related Macular 
degeneration, Diabetic retinal conditions, 
Oculoplastic surgery, Post-cataract laser 
treatment, Refractive laser. The practice 
offers various services including visual 
acuity testing and refraction, anterior 
segment evaluation and photography and 
much more. Open Monday - Friday: 07h30 
– 16h30 Tel: 012 809 6027 After hours:  
078 456 1943  info@drmcniemandt.co.za

Dr Steven Pretorius – (Previous HOA 
Chairman) available for convenient 
consultations for the whole family at 
32 Ballybunion Avenue. All hours by 
appointment. Cell: 083 628 0600.

ALTOKLEEN (1979) - Supervised quality 
cleaning and pest control 072 349 8787/ 
082 395 6449 open Monday – Saturday 
and festive season. Info@altokleen.co.za 
Carpets, loose rugs, upholstery, leather, 
windows, spring cleaning. Pretoria, 
Centurion, Midrand

CREATIVE WOODWORKS - WOODEN 
DOORS & WINDOW FRAMES
Maintenance and restoration. General 
installations and custom joinery.
Please contact Kobus Langeveldt on  
074 615 8579 or kobuslange@yahoo.com

Do you need help with Tree Felling, 
Garden refuse removal or painting? 
Please contact Reggie on 079 600 6525.  
For a reference contact 082 854 3074.

Tutoring - I am a Medical science student. 
I can tutor the following subjects over the 
weekends: Biology, Physics, Chemistry 
and Geography. Please contact Helena de 
Villiers on 071 395 8200.

MATHS CLASSES - Experienced teacher 
offers individual classes for grades 4 – 12.  
Also, AP Maths grades 10 and 11.  Morning 
time slots available for Home Schooled 
students.  Rates for small groups (Max 
3) can be arranged.  Remediation and/
or Exam preparation.  Please contact  
072 180 7329 for more information.

MATHS SCHOOL IN SILVER LAKES 
for grades 4-9. English or Afrikaans. 
INDIVIDUAL LESSONS TO REMEDIATE 
GAPS IN CONTENT KNOWLEDGE. Also 
doing short courses on topics needed.  30 
years’ experience teaching learners and 
training teachers. Only 2 spots left. Please 
contact Renate Ferreira on 082 577 7566.

Qualified and experienced English 
teacher available for tutoring/homework 
assistance and exam preparation Please 
contact Helene Griffiths on 084 510 5054.

Silver Stars Nursery School – We are a 
Nursery School in the Silver Lakes area 
and take Babies from 3 months until 5 
years old. The school is situated on a 
one hectare stand with 4 separate age 
appropriate playgrounds. Our current 
parents can give reference for our 
excellent teachers and assistants. Open 
holidays and meals included. Contact  
seugnet@silverstarschool.co.za for more 
info or call 012 809 0812.

TUTORING numerous subjects!! I am Ilané 
Swift, a Law student at UP. I can tutor all 
school subjects. R150 an hour. Would love 
to help you achieve the best you can be!! 
Contact me on 079 394 8156.

TUTOR - I am currently a final year 
engineering student at Tuks who has 
some available time between classes. I can 
tutor Maths, Physics, Afrikaans and English 
to learners starting from any young age, 
up until Grade 9. I am able to tutor other 
subjects on special request. My teaching 
times are flexible. I have a lot of experience 
with younger children and have also 
tutored multiple learners previously. My 
aim is to simplify complex concepts and 
make learning enjoyable and interactive. 
Please contact Danielle on 076 152 1062 
for further information. 

Services Offered



If you would like to advertise in the Silver 
Lakes Intra Muros Classifieds section, please 
email Nicole at nicoleh@nowmedia.co.za 
by the 15th of every month. The Classifieds 
section is only available to Silver Lakes 
residents and there is no charge for residents 
of Silver Lakes to advertise here. Please include 
your Silver Lakes stand number and contact 
details for references.

This Classifieds section is not for the use 
of businesses. If you would like to advertise 
your business in the Silver Lakes Intra Muros 
magazine, please email Martin Fourie at  
martin@eiapublishing.co.za.

All Classified advertisements will be 
removed monthly. Please inform us by email 
before the 15th of every month if you would 
like to repeat your previous advert.

AU PAIR

I am available to watch children over 
weekends and help them with homework 
or prepare for tests. I can also do your 
shopping for you. 5 years’ experience 
as an Au-pair. References available on 
request. Please contact Elizna de Villiers on  
076 411 8932.

Silver Lakes matriculant available for 
BABYSITTING inside the estate and 
surrounding estates. Please contact Delné 
Grobler on 084 874 7356.

I am available to watch children over 
weekends and help them with homework 
or prepare for tests. I can also do your 
shopping for you. 5 years’ experience as 
Au-pair. Reference available on request.
Please contact Elizna de Villiers on  
076 411 8932.

Services Required

Vacant position for TELEMARKETER of 
professional services.  You can work from 
home during business hours and earn 
an above average remuneration.  You 
will communicate through receptionists, 
professional assistants to business owners 
and executives in a professional, assertive, 
convincing and friendly manner. If you fit 
the description contact us by WhatsApp 
on 082 807 7619 with a short resume after 
which we will communicate to you.

CLASSIFIEDS

The Persian 
CARPET CLEANER

• Cleaning done by hand
• We collect and deliver
• We repair Persian & 
   Oriental rugs
• We also clean fitted carpets 
   and upholstery

For Quotes and Bookings 
Contact Mike on
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NOAG
S E  D I E R E K L I N I E K

Resident estate agent for your buying needs.

Quality service you can trust!

Talladega Auto Clinic
Six Fountains Adventure Centre
cnr Etienne & Bendeman Blvd
Six Fountains, Ext 6, Pretoria East
Tel:  012 809 4472 / 4469
Email: service@talladega.co.za

For everything your car needs.

Tel: 081 765 5217
Fax: 086 663 1167

email: waterfworld@gmail.com
www.waterfeatureworld.co.za

Tranquil Gardens!
 Enjoy the peaceful soothing 

water features. Original 
rock and modern slate will 
look stylish in any garden. 
Birdbaths and other lovely 

features available.

specialists in the sale of luxury homes

www.redtableproperties.co.za
kobus@redtableproperties.co.za

082 903 9208 or 012 809 2341
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MOTORING

SA CAR OF THE YEAR 2019 MERCEDES-
BENZ A200

By Alan Rosenmeyer

Recently awarded the title of SA Car 
of the Year 2019, the Mercedes A 
Class is an enigma in many ways. It 

was interesting to receive it on test so soon 
after winning the award as this gave me a 
chance to decide for myself.

The first A Class was launched amid much 
controversy in the mid-1990s. A baby 
Mercedes, it had a very different design 
with its high body and sandwich floor. 
Then there was the infamous ‘Elk Test 
incident’ that immediately led to many 
changes. The second generation arrived 
in 2006, growing in size and addressing 
many of the issues of the first generation.

Generation 3 around 2013 brought about 
a drastic re-think and a more familiar 
hatchback style to the design. The 4th 
generation was launched last year with 
evolutionary styling and many changes 
under the skin.

Suddenly, the A Class is among the leaders 
in technology and connectivity. Starting 
with U-Bux connectivity that debuted very 
recently in the flagship S-Class models, it 
features large dual screens and certainly 
the best voice activation that I have 
experienced so far. "Hey Mercedes" is all it 
takes to initiate a myriad of instructions or 
functions.

BUT....like everything in life, the best comes 
at a cost! I find it very difficult to place 
the A Class in a category. You certainly 
cannot base it on price because it don’t 
come cheap!!!!!  However, if your budget 
stretches and you want ALL the bells and 
whistles, then keep looking here.

Mercedes has also followed the current 
trend of downsized turbo motors. The 
A200, as tested, is powered by a 1.3L 4 
cylinder turbo petrol engine putting out 
a very respectable 120kW and 250Nm. It 

certainly provides excellent performance 
and highlights major changes and 
improvements in the road holding and 
handling departments that feature on the 
latest generation.  Even with some spirited 
driving, 7.0L/100km is easily achievable.

The 7 speed automatic transmission is 
faultless, even if the stalk shifter does take 
a bit of getting used to. In keeping with 
modern trends, there is no manual option 
but, personally, I have no problem with 
this.

Overall, the latest A Class is a reasonably 
spacious hatch and can be loaded to 
the gills with luxury, technology and 
connectivity, all of which are certainly 
class-leading.

The list price of the A200 is currently R500 
012 but, quite honestly, I believe that this 
should be ignored. Essentially the sky is the 
limit once you start ticking boxes, many of 
which I would term essential. However, 
this would be missing the point entirely.

This is a small car that believes it is a big, 
luxury car and it can achieve this with 
aplomb. A worthy Car of the Year? Maybe 

only because of how it shifts the goalposts.
If you are in this market category, ignore 
the A Class at your peril. 

Use this link to watch our video review of 
the Mercedes A200:  https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ZoTOmsJjbaU



BON APPÉTIT Creamy Mousses offer tender, 
bite size morsels marinated in savoury 
juices and cooked to perfection.

Available in 85 g tins

Expertly prepared, inspired combinations 
to create flavourful recipes your cat will love.

Available in 100 g trays

NOUVELLE CUISINE

A selection of  gourmet meals for the discerning diner...

BON APPÉTIT Chunky 
Paté offers a finely 
ground and delightfully 
     smooth like paté.

New

R8  OFF
Visit: www.bonappetitpet.co.za

ANY BON APPETIT PRODUCT



The biggest furniture manufacturer
in the world

www.ashleyfurniturehomestores.co.za | Centurion | Tel: 012 749 3100

1. Ottoman            R 2 990

2. Lounge Chair         R 5 490

3. Loveseat           R 5 990

4. Sofa              R 6 990

5. Nightstand          R 3 190

6. Queen Size Storage Bed  R 14 990

   King Size Storage Bed   R 18 390

7. Five Drawer Chest      R 5 690

8. Bedroom mirror       R 1 390

9. Dresser            R 5 990

1.

2.

3. 4.

5.

6. 7.
8.

9.

Cardello Lounge Collection

Derekson Bedroom Collection




